1. Students Scrutiny Related Tasks

Student can apply for the scrutiny. For this you may go through Application form for scrutiny of result that is present on the Madarsa Dashboard.

1.1. Scrutiny of the Subject

Enter the 10 digit unique roll number of the student and press the submit button all the details related to that student will be shown below. Tick on the desired subject in which you want to apply for scrutiny. Enter bank challan number, select bank, challan date, enter CAPTCHA and press the submit scrutiny form.
1.2. Report of the Scrutiny

All the applied scrutiny form will be shown here. Madarsa can print it by clicking the Print Register button.

1.3. Scrutiny Print
2. Scrutiny Marks Verification (For Evaluation Centre Only)

For the scrutiny marks verification “Click on Scrutiny Marks Verification (For Evaluation Centres Only)”.

Select district in the given dropdown list and press the Print register button. The entire record will be appear.

**NOTE:-** It will open for only those madarsa which is created as **evaluation centre**.